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athanasius of alexandria wikipedia - athanasius was born to a christian family in the city of alexandria or possibly the
nearby nile delta town of damanhur sometime between the years 293 and 298 the earlier date is sometimes assigned due to
the maturity revealed in his two earliest treatises contra gentes against the heathens and de incarnatione on the incarnation
which were, catholic encyclopedia st athanasius new advent - bishop of alexandria confessor and doctor of the church
born c 296 died 2 may 373 athanasius was the greatest champion of catholic belief on the subject of the incarnation that the
church has ever known and in his lifetime earned the characteristic title of father of orthodoxy by which he has been
distinguished ever since, catholic encyclopedia asceticism new advent - the word asceticism comes from the greek
askesis which means practice bodily exercise and more especially athletic training the early christians adopted it to signify
the practice of the spiritual things or spiritual exercises performed for the purpose of acquiring the habits of virtue,
athanasius the life of antony and the letter to - athanasius the life of antony and the letter to marcellinus translation and
introduction by robert c gregg preface by william a clebsch and it seems to me that these words become like a mirror to the
persons singing them so that he might perceive himself and the emotions of his soul and thus affected he might recite them,
athanasius the life of antony of egypt classics in - athanasius the life of antony of egypt classics in spiritual formation
albert haase shane claiborne on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers, hellenistic monarchs sketches in the
history of western - hellenistic monarchs down to the roman empire the hellenistic age suffers from some of the same
disabilities as late antiquity i e it doesn t measure up to the brilliance of the golden age of greece and of late republican and
early imperial rome, johannine comma 1 john 5 7 king james version today - 1 john 5 7 in the kjv contains these words
called the johannine comma also known as the comma johanneum or the heavenly witnesses this comma is omitted from
most modern translations of the bible because most greek manuscripts do not have them, orthodox saints for january
abbamoses com - january 1 the circumcision of our lord jesus christ in keeping with the law of moses the savior s parents
had him circumcised eight days after his birth see luke ch 2
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